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Fabric Requirements

I designed this with lovely southwest colours, turquoise and browns with a bit of tan thrown in 
as a background. This is so much fun, you’re going to love it. I can’t wait to share it all with 
you, but for now, let’s talk about colour.

I am thinking I will stick with the southwest colours, but here’s how I will explain what we 
need. Two “colours” are needed but we need four fabrics. I will be using cream, medium 
brown, and dark brown with my turquoise. You will need one colour that you love, with a 
“background” colour in three hues if that makes sense. OR, you can totally shake it up for a 
totally different look with a background, medium/light, medium, and medium/dark to dark in 
any colour… hues are important for secondary and 3-D effects to be seen. If anything I might 
make the medium/dark and dark the same colour just one is lighter than the other.

I am offering two sizes as a minimum and maximum. Adding borders will get you anywhere in 
between. The two sizes will have the same design, different size blocks. I will also offer a 
pieced border for those (like me) who want a very large bed quilt. I will offer that in two sizes 
as well to coordinate with the size blocks are in the centre of our design. Remember, I am 
making the largest version and I usually don’t have enough yardage, so I may use multiple 
fabrics per “colour”. Here’s what we need:

Here are my choices:

These may change!

Special Tools:
Tri-Recs (optional)

Small Version 12” blocks
60” x 72” (no border)

Large Version 15” blocks
90” x 105” (pieced border)

LIGHT (background) 2-3/4 yards 5-1/4 yards

MEDIUM/LIGHT 2 yards 3-3/4 yards

MEDIUM (your favourite?) 1 yard 1-1/2 yards

DARK 1-1/4 yards 2 yards
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